LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILLS

Bill #

Sponsor

General Area

Relating to

HB 20

Murr

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to the release of defendants on bail.

HB 39

Neave

Retention - RM (local)

May need to revise local schedules CC, DC, LC, and PS.

HB 87

Reynolds

Retention - RM (state/local)

HB 164

Meza

Retention - RM (local)

HB 193

Rose

Retention - RM (local)

HB 337

Rosenthal

Retention - RM (local)

HB 395

Moody

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to protective orders; making conforming changes.
Relating to requiring certain employers to provide paid sick
leave to employees; providing administrative and civil
penalties.
Relating to extreme risk protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.
Relating to the destruction of juvenile court records of victims
of sex trafficking.
Relating to the intake and disposition records of animal
shelters and releasing agencies.
Relating to extreme risk protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.

HB 453

Moody

Retention - RM (local)

HB 485

Wu

Retention - RM (local)

HB 659

González, Jessica

Retention - RM (local)

HB 660

González, Jessica

Retention - RM (local)

May need to revise local schedules CC, DC, LC, and PS.
Property owner petitions district court; county clerk removes unconstitutional
provision upon order of judge.
Exhibits not records but SLRM receives questions and includes statutes on local
schedules.
Evidence not records but SLRM receives questions and includes statutes on local
schedules.

HB 689

Collier

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to protective orders; making conforming changes.
Relating to the removal of certain unconstitutional provisions
from real property records.
Relating to the disposal of exhibits used in criminal
proceedings.
Relating to retention and preservation of toxicological
evidence of certain intoxication offenses.
Relating to the appearance of an arrested person before a
magistrate.

HB 709

King, Phil

Retention - RM (state/local)

Relating to employment records of certain persons licensed
by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement.

About sharing employment records, required TCOLE rules may include retention
requirements.

Patterson

Relating to the requirement that certain governmental bodies
Open Meetings / Retention - make audio and video recordings of open meetings available Adds new entities requires to post recordings of open meetings. Watch for
RM (state/local)
on the Internet.
posting time as may require revising retention period.

HB 768

Comments on bills as introduced

Evaluate if a new series is needed on PS and court schedules for this pretrial risk
assessments used to determine bail.

Requires updating SRRS and GR with new retention periods.
May need to revise local schedule PS for extreme risk protective orders.
May need to revise local schedules CC, DC, and PS.
May need to update HR or PW with new series.
May need to revise local schedule PS for extreme risk protective orders.

May result in changes to retention schedules. Continuation of 86th changes.

HB 789

Geren

Records Management

HB 829

Thompson, Senfronia

Retention - RM (local)

HB 839

Moody

HB 895

Swanson

HB 947

Sherman, Sr.

Relating to the punishment for the criminal offense of
tampering with or fabricating physical evidence.
Relating to a progressive disciplinary matrix for police officer
misconduct in certain municipalities.

Relating to the appearance of an arrested person before a
Retention - RM (local)
magistrate and to the retention of certain related records.
Relating to the recording of certain personal information of
voters by election officials.
Retention - RM (local)
Relating to the electronic filing with and the recording by
county clerks of records conveying title to or an interest in
Records Management - TSLAC real property.

HB 949

Sherman, Sr.

Relating to the authentication and recording of instruments
Records Management - TSLAC conveying real property.
Relating to the electronic filing with and the recording by
county clerks of records conveying or purporting to convey
Records Management - TSLAC title to or an interest in real property.

HB 970

Dutton

Retention - RM (state/local)

HB 948

Sherman, Sr.

HB 1202

Jetton

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1313

Deshotel

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1329

Canales

Retention - RM (state/local)

HB 1370

Guerra

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1382

Bucy

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1401

Johnson, Ann

Retention - RM (local)

FYI penalty for tampering/destroying records that constitute evidence change
May need to revise GR/PS for retaining disciplinary records.

Changes retention of records related to magistrating.
Includes provisions for election officers creating copies of voter records on-site,
no retention period specified.
Requires TSLAC to issue rules by 11/1/2021 for county clerks to accept for filing
and recording instruments that do not convey interest in real property; i.e. revise
Bulletin E.
Affects Bulletin E rules, especially that if instrument conveys real property and
notarized with seal, it cannot be electronically filed and recorded.

Relating to prosecutorial transparency.

Requires new prosecutor record with specified retention period.

Relating to the amendment of a dedicatory instrument to
remove a discriminatory provision.
Relating to the recording of the examination and testimony of
a witness before a grand jury.
Relating to notice provided to a court regarding a defendant
confined in a state jail felony facility.
Relating to a notification requirement concerning the
availability of nurses on the campus of a public school,
including an open-enrollment charter school.
Relating to an electronic system to monitor the status of a
ballot voted by mail application and ballot.
Relating to methods to send applications and orders for
sealing juvenile records.

Related to filing with county clerk by property owners' association or amendment
committee to remove discriminatory provisions. Other new records for CC.

Updates to Bulletin E rules, cannot electronically file and record instruments that
convey real property. Requries new TSLAC rules by 11/1/2021.

May need to revise grand jury record series language to match statute.
New records created and received. Because e-mail named as send method, may
need to issue "be aware" notices to courts.

New local gov't record; may need to add to retention schedule or issue guidance.
New local gov't record; may need to add to retention schedule or issue guidance.
May result in updated guidance on how to handle the orders for sealing.

HB 1473

Gates

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1483

Johnson, Jarvis

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1639

Sherman, Sr.

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1642

Sherman, Sr.

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1685

Cortez

Retention - RM (local)

HB1838

González, Mary

Retention - RM (local)

HB 1938

Jetton | Sherman, Sr.

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2011

Reynolds

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2070

Huberty

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2071

Johnson, Ann | Johnson, Ju Retention - RM (state/local)

HB 2076

Shaheen

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2131

Ellzey

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2141

Rodriguez

Retention - RM (state/local)

Relating to the requirements for meetings held and Internet
websites developed by certain special purpose districts.

Need to be aware for consulting - requires both minutes and recording of open
meeting to be created.

Relating to the redaction of an unconstitutional restriction
from an instrument conveying an interest in real property.
Relating to the use of body worn cameras by correctional
officers.
Relating to official oppression and to law enforcement policies
requiring peace officers to report certain peace officer
misconduct; creating a criminal offense.
Relating to the use of an electronic recording device to report
proceedings before a municipal court of record for the City of
San Antonio.
Relating to intelligence databases for combinations and
criminal street gangs.
Relating to a grant program for law enforcement agencies to
defray the cost of data storage for recordings created with
body worn cameras.

Redaction of real property instruments by court order after grantee brings action
against county.
Schedule PS will need new body worn camera series for non-patrol recordings.

May need create new series on PS or issue guidance for these reports.
Specific retention period defined for City of San Antonio municipal court
recordings.
May require updating retention period or Retention Note for crimincal gang
database series on schedule PS.
No changes to retention of body worn camera video but monitor discussion of
storage costs.

Relating to a duty for peace officers to intervene and make a
report when a peace officer uses excessive force.
Contains provision for classifying reports of excessive force on local schedule PS.
Relating to the regulation of sports wagering; requiring an
occupational permit; authorizing a fee; imposing a tax;
creating criminal offenses; decriminalizing wagering on sports Cities with sports teams may need to create new records to comply. Cooperate
events.
with TDLR to amend retention schedules.
Relating to elimination of limitations periods for suits for
personal injury arising from certain offenses against a child.
Relating to the filing of property owners' association fine
policies with a municipality.
Relating to the retention of instruments recorded in the
property records of a county.
Relating to reporting the loss or theft of a firearm; creating a
criminal offense.

Eliminates SOL for certain offenses against children. May impact records practices
at state and local level.
May necessitate evaluating if existing series will work or new series needed for
these policies filed with cities.
Provides that recorded instruments are permanent records unless TSLAC sets a
different retention period.
Look at including report to local LEO in existing series and check that DPS adds via
amendment or recertification.

HB 2262

Alvarado

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2274

Johnson, Ann

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2383

Moody

Retention - RM (state/local)

Relating to registration and inspection requirements for
certain local government fleet vehicles.
Relating to the extension or amendment of deed restrictions
in certain older subdivisions.

Relating to access to certain law enforcement, corrections,
and prosecutorial records under the public information law.
Relating to the retention of and the required disclosure under
the public information law of certain complaints alleging
official oppression.
Relating to the removal of certain unconstitutional provisions
from real property records.
Relating to extreme risk protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.

Will need to revise local schedules to include inspections of 3 years for local gov't
vehicle fleets instead of annual inspections.
May relate to information to county clerks to add these amendments to the
permanent county record for real property.
May require updating definition of "incident reports" on PS to match new statute.
May need to add retention note for all video series and investigation to describe
holding until fulfill al requests for "critical incident" video and retention period
expires.

HB 2474

Thierry

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2591

Leach

Retention - RM (local)

HB 2878

Whitmire

Retention - RM (local)

HB 3410

Goldman

Retention - RM (local)

Revise either PS or GR to include bill's provision of retention of complaints of
official oppression and their abstracts.
Subject to removal order from court to CC for certain provisions from real
property records.
Creates extreme risk protective orders; evaluate if current record series sufficient
or need to revise or add new series.
Permits LGs to publish notices on their website in lieu of newspaper. RMA
Relating to publication and posting of notice by governmental evaluate if need new series or Retention note may be needed to document this
entities and representatives.
action.

HB 3466

Morales Shaw

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to protective orders; making conforming changes.

May need to revise local schedules CC, DC, LC, and PS.

May require adding new juvenile record series or revising existing series to
include on PS.
Ensure record series us included in appellant's appendix if filed in lieu of clerk's
record.

Add 30 day retention of distance learning recordings to local schedule SD.

HB 3660

White

Retention - RM (local)

HB 3692

Johnson, Julie

Retention - RM (state/local)

Relating to youth diversion programs for children accused of
certain fine-only offenses and related criminal justice matters;
authorizing and imposing fees and fines.
Relating to preparation of an appellate record in civil and
criminal appeals.

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to cybersecurity and privacy regarding distance
learning in public schools and prohibiting ransomware
payments by certain governmental entities.

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to local school health advisory councils and health
education provided by school districts, including requirements May receive consulting questions on retention of posting and sent emails that
regarding human sexuality instruction.
include copyright / licensed material.

HB 3743

HB 3872

Capriglione

Dutton

HB 4255

HJR 97

Morales Shaw

Huberty

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to the removal of certain unconstitutional provisions Property owners file Supreme Court created form and county clerk must
from real property records.
dertemine if provision deed instrument qualifies for removal and, if so, remove it.

Retention - RM (local)

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to legalize sports wagering in this state.

Enabling legislation for HB 2070.
Property owners file Attorney General created form and county clerk must
dertemine if provision deed instrument qualifies for removal and, if so, remove it.

SB 30

Multiple

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to the removal of certain discriminatory restrictions
and provisions from certain real property records.

SB 47

Zaffirini

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to protective orders; making conforming changes.

May need to revise local schedules CC, DC, LC, and PS.

Relating to a written report regarding a defendant suspected
of having a mental illness or an intellectual disability.
Relating to the retention of and the required disclosure under
the public information law of certain complaints alleging
official oppression.

Evaluate if the “case file” series retention period is long enough and maybe
retention notes about indicating they might receive these.

SB 49

SB 66

Zaffirini

Miles

Retention - RM (local)

Retention - RM (local)

SB 68
SB 70

Miles
Miles

Retention - RM (local)
Retention - RM (local)

SB 84

Miles

Retention - RM (local)

SB 110

West

Retention - RM (local)

SB 214

Whitmire

Retention - RM (local)

SB 222

Hughes

Retention - RM (local)

SB 335

Johnson

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to a duty for peace officers to intervene and make a
report when a peace officer uses excessive force.
Relating to use of force reporting by peace officers.
Relating to lethal violence protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.
Relating to extreme risk protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.
Relating to the removal of certain unconstitutional provisions
from real property records.
Relating to the removal of certain discriminatory restrictions
and provisions from certain real property records.
Relating to retention and preservation of toxicological
evidence of certain intoxication offenses.

New retention period for complaints of official oppression and new permanent
record for abstract of complaint.

How to classify reports of excessive force on local schedule PS.
How to classify use of force repots on local schedule PS.
May need to revise local schedule PS for extreme risk protective orders.
May need to revise local schedule PS for extreme risk protective orders.
Property owner petitions district court; county clerk removes unconstitutional
provision upon order of judge.
Property owners file Attorney General created form and county clerk must
dertemine if provision deed instrument qualifies for removal and, if so, remove it.
Evidence not records but SLRM receives questions and includes statutes on local
schedules.

SB 442

SB 512

Hughes

Perry

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to local school health advisory councils and health
education provided by school districts, including requirements May receive consulting questions on retention of posting and sent emails that
regarding human sexuality instruction.
include copyright / licensed material.

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to youth diversion programs for children accused of
certain fine-only offenses and related criminal justice matters; May require adding new juvenile record series or revising existing series to
authorizing and imposing fees and fines.
include on PS.

SB 526

Kolkhorst

Retention - RM (local)

SB 533

Kolkhorst

Retention - RM (local)

SB 602

Kolkhorst

Retention - RM (local)

SB 736

Hinojosa

Relating to the requirements for meetings held and Internet Need to be aware for consulting - requires both minutes and recording of open
websites developed by certain special purpose districts.
meeting to be created.
Relating to the review of a defendant's criminal history before
any release of the defendant on bail.
New record but should be part of existing court record series.
Filing with county clerk by property owners' association or amendment
committee to remove discriminatory provisions. Other new records for CC.

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to the amendment of a dedicatory instrument to
remove a discriminatory provision.
Relating to the regulation of sports wagering; requiring an
occupational permit; authorizing a fee; imposing a tax;
creating criminal offenses; decriminalizing wagering on sports
events.
Relating to the amendment of a dedicatory instrument to
remove a discriminatory provision.

Filing with county clerk by property owners' association or amendment
committee to remove discriminatory provisions. Other new records for CC.
Consider revising definition of "incident reports" on PS to match statute. May
need to add retention note for all video series and investigation to describe
holding until fulfill all requests for "critical incident" video and retention period
expires.
Will necessitate a revision local schedules to include inspections of 3 years for
local gov't vehicle fleets instead of annual inspections.
Changes retention of records related to magistrating.
Need to revise schedules to include body worn camera video of emergency
medical personnel; bill makes adjustment related to use of public safety series
triggers.
Creates extreme risk protective orders; evaluate if current record series sufficient
or need to revise or add new series.

SB754

Miles

Retention - RM (local)

SB 975

West

Retention - RM (local)

SB 1064
SB 1322

Alvarado
Hinojosa

Retention - RM (local)
Retention - RM (local)

SB 1386

Creighton

Retention - RM (local)

SB 1742

Whitmire

Retention - RM (local)

Relating to access to certain law enforcement, corrections,
and prosecutorial records under the public information law.
Relating to registration and inspection requirements for
certain local government fleet vehicles.
Relating to indigent defense.
Relating to a body worn camera program for emergency
medical personnel.
Relating to extreme risk protective orders; creating criminal
offenses.

Cities with sports teams may need to create new records to comply. Cooperate
with TDLR to amend retention schedules.

SJR 39

Huberty

STATE AGENCY BILLS

Bill #

Sponsor

HB 87

Reynolds

HB 294
HB 327

Cortez
Howard, Donna

HB 391

Israel

Retention - RM (local)

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to legalize sports wagering in this state.

Enabling legislation for SB 736.

General Area

Relating to

Comments on bills as introduced

Relating to requiring certain employers to provide paid sick
leave to employees; providing administrative and civil
Records Management TSLAC penalties.
Relating to the financial audit of public institutions of higher
education by the state auditor.
Records Retention
Agency
requirements for broadcasting open meetings
authority for certain state employees to work flexible hours
from home
Agency

HB 768

Patterson

Records Retention

HB 1118

Capriglione

Agency

HB 1329

Canales

Retention - RM (local/state)

HB 1416

Capriglione

Agency

HB 1810

Capriglione

Agency

HB 1888

Fierro

Agency

Relating to the requirement that certain governmental bodies
make audio and video recordings of open meetings available
on the Internet.
Relating to state agency and local government compliance
with cybersecurity training requirements.
Relating to notice provided to a court regarding a defendant
confined in a state jail felony facility.
Relating to the definition of business day for purposes of the
public information law.
Relating to maintenance and production of electronic public
information under the public information law
Relating to the authority of all governmental bodies to hold
open and closed meetings by telephone or videoconference
call.

HB 2071

Johnson, Ann | Johnson,
Julie

Retention - RM (local/state)

Relating to elimination of limitations periods for suits for
personal injury arising from certain offenses against a child.

Requires updating SRRS and GR with new retention periods.
May need to amend financial series on URRS to incorporate State Auditor 5-year
audit cycle.
May affect how open meetings are conducted.
Provides legal framework for agencies to allow telecommuting

Adds new entities required to post recordings of open meetings. May require
revising retention period.
Agency certify in its strategic plan its employees' meet state cybersecurity
training requirements.
New records created and received. Because e-mail named as send method, TSLAC
may need to issue "be aware" notices to courts.
"Business day" defined for purposes of and compliance with PIA.
Defines how information in electronic databases should be conveyed to the
public in response to a PIA request
Requirements for teleconfernce meetings of governmental bodies; DIR to issue
minimum recording standards by rule.

Eliminates SOL for certain offenses against children.

Requires person presiding over open meeting to be physically present at location;
public can participate by phone.

HB 2560

Martinez

Agency

Relating to remote meetings under the open meetings law.

HB 2578

Leach

Agency

Relating to the comptroller's establishment and operation of a Anything required by statute or rule to be published in a newspaper must be
public information Internet website.
posted on site; other information required by statute/rule may be posted.

HB 2662

Krause

Open Meetings et al

Relating to the elimination of certain regulations waived
during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic.

HB 2671

Guillen

Agency

HB 2683

Canales

Agency

HB 2789

Vasut

Open Records

HB 2817

Turner, Chris

Retention - RM (state OAG)

HB 2913

Capriglione

Contracts

HB 2969

Cason

Open Meetings et al

HB 3073

Shaheen

Agency/Rulemaking

HB 3139

Longoria

Agency

Relating to the operations, communications, and notice
procedures of state agencies and political subdivisions.
Relating to requirements for open meetings that are
broadcast over the Internet or held by telephone conference
or videoconference call.
Relating to charges imposed by a governmental body for
providing copies of public information under the public
information law.

The bill addresses multiple statutes waived during pandemic. Includes Open
Meetings amendments.
Moves Report of Report to statute and provides support to move to Data Portal;
notice by email to interested parties during rulemaking; shifting to new
interagency ways of transmitting info and report to LBB; state agency reports to
Open Data Portal with TSLAC advice and assist; study of mail operations.
Public must be able to speak at open meetings, the meeting must be recorded,
and the recording available to public in less than 24 hours after adjournment.
Would prohibit charges if information provided later than 10th business day or if
OAG determines information must be disclosed.

Relating to the requirement that attorneys employed by or
contracting with the attorney general document and maintain
records of hours spent on state legal actions.
New record series for the OAG but no retention period prescribed.
Would require posting of all contracts and statutory authority or request for bids
on website within 14 or 30 days of contract execution and maintain on website 4
years following contract completion. May redact certain info. Some contracts
Relating to the posting of certain contracts to the Internet
websites of governmental bodies.
already required to be posted.
Relating to the ability of a person in attendance at an open
meeting of a governmental body to stream live video and
audio of the meeting on the Internet.
Would allow public to livestream meetings.
Relating to a requirement that state agencies make agency
guidance documents accessible to the public.
Agencies must post guidance documents on website.
Relating to the authority of all governmental bodies to hold
Requirements for teleconference meetings of governmental bodies; DIR to issue
open and closed meetings by telephone or videoconference minimum recording standards by rule. Makes it easier to hold meetings via video
call.
and conference.

HB 3330

Vasut

Open Meetings

HB 3435

Smithee

Public Information Act

HB 3535

Hunter

Public Information Act

HB 3793

Shaheen

Open Meetings

HB 3892

Capriglione

Agency

HB 4493

Wilson

Agency

SB 16

Nelson, et. al.

Agency

SB 240

Powell

Employment

SB 341

West

Agency

SB 475

Nelson

Agency

SB 639

Menéndez

Agency

SB 729

Johnson

Agency/ITS

SB 861

Paxton

Agency

SB 923

Zaffirini

Agency

Relating to remote meetings under the open meetings law.
Relating to an expedited response by a governmental body to
a request for public information.
Relating to the availability of dates of birth under the public
information law.
Relating to remote meetings under the open meetings law.
Relating to matters concerning governmental entities,
including cybersecurity, governmental efficiencies,
information resources, and emergency planning.
Relating to the requirement that a state agency provide
information to another state agency on request.
Relating to prohibitions on the dissemination by a state
agency of an individual's personal data.
Relating to authority for certain state employees to work
flexible hours and to work from home or other authorized
alternative work sites.
Relating to the Internet broadcast or audio recording of
certain open meetings.

Places restrictions on use of audio and videoconferencing for open meetings.
Agencies with certified PIO can withhold information without seeking OAG ruling.
Cannot withhold DOB from PIR unless HIPAA, statutory or constitiutional law
requires it.
New requirements for holding teleconference or videoconference open meetings.

Creates SIGC position in TSLAC; requires agencies except IHE to conduct annual
RIM training; Addresses digital archives. Several sections on cybersecurity.
Codifies intergovernmental transfers of information between state agencies;
designates zero charge; and attaches 10 day deadline.
Establishes requirements for gov't to obtain and retain consent for individual's
informaiton; incorporate into PIA process.

May need to update telework policy.
Agency must either livestream video or post audio recordings of open meetings,
depending on appropriation.

Relating to state agency and local government information
security, including establishment of the state risk and
FTE desiganted as "data management officer" who coordinates with CDO and
authorization management program and the Texas volunteer follows DIR rules to establish data governance program; cloud computing
incident response team; authorizing fees.
contract restrictions; data classification and retention; new PII restrictions.
Requires person presiding over open meeting to be physically present at location;
public can participate by phone.
Relating to remote meetings under the open meetings law.
Relating to maintenance and production of electronic public Agency must provide to requestor electronically stored public information in
information under the public information law.
format in which it is kept.
New requirements for holding teleconference or videoconference open meetings.
Relating to remote meetings under the open meetings law.
Contains bills SB 924-927 and information about communicable diseases in
certain facilities made public.
Relating to open government.

SB 923

Zaffirini

Agency

Relating to open government.
Relating to requirements for open meetings that are
broadcast over the Internet or held by telephone conference
or videoconference call.
Relating to the definition of business day for purposes of the
public information law.
Relating to the availability of dates of birth under the public
information law.
Relating to a governmental body's response to a request for
public information.
Relating to maintenance and production of electronic public
information under the public information law.
Relating to the posting of certain contracts to the Internet
websites of governmental bodies.

SB 924

Zaffirini

Agency

SB 925

Zaffirini

Agency

SB 926

Zaffirini

Agency

SB 927

Zaffirini

Agency

SB 928

Zaffirini

Agency

SB 929

Zaffirini

Agency/Contracts

SB 1001

Hughes

Agency/Retention - state

SB 1010

Hinojosa

State agencies generally

SB 1197

Powell

Agency/ITS/Records
Management TSLAC

SB 1491

Bettencourt

Public Information Act

SB 1492

Bettencourt

Public Information Act

SB 1515

Gutierrez

Open Meetings

Relating to state agency information technology and data
services modernization plans.
Relating to the electronic submission of requests for attorney
general decisions under the public information law;
authorizing a fee.
Relating to an expedited response by a governmental body to
a request for public information.
Relating to the authority of all governmental bodies to hold
open and closed meetings by telephone or videoconference
call.

SB 1885

Campbell

Open Meetings

Relating to open meetings of governmental bodies.

Relating to the capture and retention of biometric identifiers
by governmental entities; providing civil penalties.
Relating to prohibitions on the sale by a state agency of an
individual's personal data.

Requires (in addition to existing provisions) the public is able to listen in on and
particiapte in open meetings via teleconference or videoconference.
Public must be able to speak at open meetings, the meeting must be recorded,
and the recording available to public in less than 24 hours after adjournment.
Defines what counts as a business day for the purposes of PIA.
Cannot withhold DOB from PIR unless HIPAA, statutory or constitiutional law
requires it.
Agency must respond to requestor if it has no responsive information or relying
on previous determination to withhold.
Agency must provide to requestor electronically stored public information in
format it kept in.
New requirements for what contract information agencies must post on their
websites.

May require changing retention period of surveillance video.
Does not include PIA requests or info an agency is required to sell by law.
Prepare a 5-year plan due 10/1/22 to modernize IT systems, migrate to cloud
services, and roadmap to decision-making driven by data analytics.
Requires almost all requests for OAG ruling be submitted through portal; only
amount or format making use of portal impractical exempted (or FTEs).
Agencies with certified PIO can withhold information without seeking ruling.
Requirements for teleconfernce meetings of governmental bodies; DIR to issue
minimum recording standards by rule.
If public access restricted to an open meeting, must live broadcast meeting to
public and make sure public can address the governing body.

